This article considerss a Newton-like method already used by several authors but which has not been thouroughly studied yet. We call it the robustvariance scoring (RVS) algorithm because the main version of the algorithm that we consider replaces minus the Hessian of the loglikelihood used in the 1 Newton-Raphson algorithm by a matrix G which is an estimate of the variance of the score under the true probability, which uses only the individual scores. Thus an iteration of this algorithm requires much less computations than an iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Moreover this estimate of the variance of the score estimates the information matrix at maximum.
INTRODUCTION
The Newton-Raphson method is very efficient in maximizing the likelihood in problems of moderate complexity such as the Cox model for instance.
However, the development of more and more complex statistical models in particular random-effect models and semi-parametric models together with more complex observation schemes is a challenge for likelihood inference. In such complex situations we may not be in a convex optimization problem and we need more robust methods than the Newton-Raphson methods; moreover the likelihood is difficult to compute, most often involving non-analytical integrals, and analytical derivatives are not available. A robust version of the Newton-Raphson method can be developed using the idea of the Marquardt (or Levenberg-Marquardt) algorithm (Marquardt, 1963) , but this algorithm needs the second derivatives of the loglikelihood (the Hessian).
These difficulties have prompted the development of alternative algorithms. The most often used for likelihood inference is the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977) . Many researchers also have adopted a Bayesian framework in which the MCMC algorithm can be used (Gilks et al., 1996) . There are also applications of the MCMC algorithm for likelihood maximization using the EM algorithm (Wei and Tanner, 1990) . However both EM and the Bayesian approaches may be very time-consuming in complex problems, although it is an active research field to improve the algorithms using these approaches: for instance Kuhn and Lavielle (2005) have proposed a fast version of the EM algorithm. Newton-like methods still have trumps in their hands. The first thing to note is that numerical derivatives can be easily computed; there are also semi-analytical ways of computing the derivatives in cases where analytical derivatives are available for a "full" problem and this has been used for instance by Hedeker and Gibbons (1994) and Commenges and Rondeau (2006) . Advantages of Newton-like methods are the relatively small number of iterations for converging, the existence of good convergence tests and the inference that can be done using an estima-tor of the information matrix at maximum. However the computation of the Hessian needed in the Newton-Raphson and Marquardt algorithm, even if feasible, may be time-consuming and inaccurate.
The aim of this paper is to study a Newton-like algorithm proposed by Berndt et al. (1974) ; the idea can be traced back to Bock (1970) and the algorithm can be viewed as an extension of the Gauss-Newton algorithm. It has been extensively used in the psychometric and econometrics literature where it is called the BHHH algorithm, and maybe less in the biostatistical literature for which we may cite Hedeker and Gibbons (1994) , Todem, Kim and Lesaffre (2006) and Ruppert (2005) . We feel that it has still not been studied thoroughly: in particular far from the maximum the definition of the scoring matrix should be modified (Meilijsson, 1989) . This algorithm estimates the information matrix at maximum by an estimator of the variance of the score using individual scores and far from the maximum the matrix is still an estimate of the variance of the score; for this reason we call it the Robust-variance scoring (RVS) algorithm. This algorithm requires much less computations than the Marquardt algorithm while retaining all of its advantages. Moreover we argue that a very good convergence test is available for this algorithm and that robust inference can be naturally done in case of mis-specified models.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present some facts that are valid for a class of Newton-like algorithms; in particular we propose a convergence test which has an intrinsic statistical interpretation.
In section 3 we present the RVS algorithm in detail and we show that robust inference can be done without computing the Hessian. In section 4 we make some numerical experiments using a random-effect model with a complex observation scheme. Section 5 concludes.
NEWTON-LIKE METHODS FOR LIKE-LIHOOD MAXIMIZATION

NOTATIONS
We assume a model {P θ } θ∈Θ , where Θ is a "nice" open subset of ℜ m so that this defines a regular parametric model (Rothenberg, 1971; Bickel et al, 1993) . Let L the statistician there is a true probability measure P * ; if P * belongs to the model there is a value θ * ∈ Θ such that P * = P θ * . We shall assume first that this is the case (we shall consider later that this is not the case, that is that the model is mis-specified). Under these conditions θ * is identifiable and the maximum likelihood estimatorθ is consistent and asymptotically efficient and we have n
A CLASS OF NEWTON-LIKE METHODS
We shall consider a class of Newton-like methods for likelihood maximization.
The Newton algorithm is defined by the iteration
This is the most efficient method for minimizing or maximizing a function when it is not too far from quadratic. When the function to maximize is the log-likelihood an additional advantage of the method is that H(θ) is an estimator of I(θ * ) allowing to construct confidence intervals and tests for θ.
In complex problems however this method has two main drawbacks: it may fail, in particular because the Hessian may not be positive-definite; it may be time consuming if the number of parameters is large and the likelihood difficult to compute. So we are led to consider Newton-like methods defined by iterations of the type:
where α k is the step length and is found by line-search and where G(θ k ) has two main properties: i) it is positive-definite for all θ;
ii) it approaches H(θ k ) and I(θ k ) when θ k approachesθ.
Another property is important:
iii) if the model is re-parametrized in η k = Aθ k + a the following relation holds between G and the matrix G η for the transformed problem:
Moreover the ease of computation of G(θ k ) will be a major criterion for choosing among the methods which are successful in converging.
Property (i) ensures that the algorithm is a descent method and thus will converge; property (ii) ensures that convergence near the maximum will be approximately as fast as with the Newton-Raphson algorithm and that inference about θ will be possible by estimating I(θ * ) by G(θ). Property (iii) ensures that the algorithm is invariant by affine transformation of the parameters, that is we should not have problems with bad conditioned G, as long as G is non-singular and the numerical computations sufficiently accurate (see Fletcher, 1987) . The three properties will also help finding a good convergence test.
THREE NEWTON-LIKE METHODS
Let us consider three Newton-like algorithms: the Marquardt, the Fisherscoring and the RVS algorithms. The Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963 ) uses a matrix G obtained by adding to H a positive-definite matrix.
The simplest form is G(θ k ) = H(θ k ) + λ k I d where I d is the identity matrix and λ k is adaptively tuned so as to make the matrix G(θ k ) positive-definite, ensuring to G(θ k ) the property (i); if H is positive definite around the max-imum, smaller and smaller λ are used so that G for Marquardt has property
(ii). The Marquardt algorithm has been found to be efficient in many statistical problems (for instance Joly et al., 2002; Alioum et al., 2005; Proust and Jacqmin-Gadda, 2005) , although this is a general method. The computational load for computing G(θ k ) is about the same as for computing
The Fisher-scoring algorithm uses G(θ k ) = I(θ k ). With our assumptions, we have property (i) and obviously property (ii). This choice also enjoys property (iii). The Fisher scoring algorithm has been used in particular in generalized linear models where I(θ k ) is generally easy to compute; it is an efficient and robust algorithm (McCullagh and Nelder, 1999) . The algorithm is specific to likelihood maximization. In some particular cases I(θ k ) is easy to compute but this is not the case in general. In general problems, when there is no analytical form of the information matrix, the Fisher-scoring algorithm seems difficult to implement. Berndt et al. (1974) (see also Hedeker and Gibbons, 1994) This advantage becomes huge when the number of parameters is large. This is the type of algorithm that we will study in section 4 under the name of "Robust-variance scoring" (RVS) algorithm.
CONVERGENCE TESTS FOR NEWTON-LIKE METHODS
CONVENTIONAL CONVERGENCE TESTS
Using a good convergence test is essential in the efficiency of any iterative method. We shall call "convergence test" a method leading to the decision of stopping: generally it will take the form C k < c, where C k will be called "stopping criterion" and c stopping value. Stopping criteria based on the displacement in the parameter space ||θ k+1 − θ k || 2 or in the log-likelihood
are not satisfactory because small displacements may occur if the algorithm fails to find a good direction. A better criterion is based on ||U(θ k )|| 2 because a necessary condition for the maximum is U(θ) = 0. It is nice to have a stopping criterion which is invariant by linear transform of θ; such a stopping criterion is based on
, where G has property (iii) (Fletcher, 1987: Dennis and Schnabel, 1996) . It still remains to fix a value at which to stop.
We can say a little more on the criterion
of log-likelihood maximization. Dennis and Schnabel (1996) have noted that this stopping criterion is not invariant by a change of scale of the function to maximize; however the log-likelihood does not have to be rescaled: it is defined up to an additive constant (which corresponds to the choice of the reference probability when defining the likelihood) but it can not be multiplied by an arbitrary constant without changing its meaning. Another property, also specific to likelihood maximization, is that the criterion is asymptotically invariant near the maximum by any one-to-one transforms.
This follows from Delta-calcul.
AN OPTIMAL CONVERGENCE TEST
Here we shall develop an "optimal" stopping criterion for maximizing the likelihood. It is good to have a stopping criterion which has the invariance properties mentioned above. However it is still difficult to choose a value at which to stop. A way to solve the problem is to devise a criterion which can be interpreted and which has the same meaning for different problems.
The proposed solution is to stop when the approximation error is small with regard to the statistical error. The approximation error for a givenθ can be
, so that the criterion is
and it is natural to take the stopping value c between 10 −2 and 10 −4 , whatever the problem. Let us define the distance d(x, y) by a norm of x − y of the
. It is desirable that the distance be invariant by an affine transformation of the parameters, so it is natural to take M = G, the matrix used in our algorithm and which has property (iii). Near the maximum we have by property (ii) that G(θ k ) ≈ I(θ * ) ≈ I(θ).
Thus we have E
Using the asymptotic property ofθ the right-hand term is the expectation of a chi-squared with m degrees of freedom; thus E θ * [d(θ, θ * )] ≈ m. As for the numerator, using the first order Taylor expansion U(θ k ) ≈ I(θ)(θ k −θ) it can be seen that we
Thus we have an approximation of the criterion C k as:
This is a scaled version of the invariant criterion mentioned in the previous paragraph, but now we have an interpretation of it and we can choose a stopping value which does not need to depend on the problem at hand.
A good stopping criterion must not take small values far from the maximum, a criticism that has been addressed to other criteria in section 3.1. It is difficult to prove that C k has this property for general G because the only properties that we have specified and which are relevant far from the maximum, (i) and (iii), are not sufficient to impose large values of C. We shall see in section 4.3 that the result is easy to obtain for the RVS algorithm. Also in the appendix we put forward the idea that in certain difficult problems we might decide to stop the iterations before full convergence.
THE ROBUST-VARIANCE SCORING (RVS) ALGORITHM 4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM
Let us study the algorithm based on
Hedeker and Gibbons (1994) chose η k = 0. This choice may lead to inefficient directions; it can be seen that it leads to small displacements for the com- 
so that the RVS algorithm is different from the Fisher-scoring algorithm, even asymptotically.
One possible problem with the choice η k = 1 is that it is not sure that 
INFERENCE USING G
We may use G(θ) as an estimator of var P * [U(θ * )]. This may be slighlty biased when the number of parameters is large relatively to n and one might consider reducing the bias by using n n−m G(θ). If the model is well specified we have var P * [U(θ * )] = var θ * [U(θ * )] = I(θ * ), so that tests or confidence intervals based on G(θ) are asymptotically equivalent to tests based on H(θ). So we may estimate var θ * (θ) by G −1 (θ).
If the model is mis-specified (that is P * does not belong to {P θ } θ∈Θ ), θ * has the meaning that P θ * is the probability measure of {P θ } θ∈Θ which is the closest to P * with respect to Kullback-Leibler divergence (Burnham and Anderson, 1998) andθ is consistent for θ * . Royall and Tsou (2003) call θ * the object of inference: for inference to be relevant with a mis-specified model the object of inference must have the same meaning in the true probability P * . When the model is mis-specified we no longer have var 
However this estimator has the disadvantage of requiring the computation of the Hessian while the algorithm itself avoided it. In some cases this is feasible to compute it once for the computation of confidence intervals.
In the case where it is not feasible to compute the Hessian it should be possible to construct a robust confidence interval using the following idea. For any value θ a score test of "θ * = θ" can be done: the null hypothesis is rejected
where we use the χ 2 m asymptotic distribution of the statistic and c α is the critical value for constructing a size-α test based on this distribution. Thus the set {θ :
ellipsoid at level α. It seems possible to derive algorithms for constructing confidence interval along these lines.
CONVERGENCE TEST
The convergence test described in section 3.2 can be applied to the RVS algorithm and we have seen that it enjoys a very nice interpretation near the maximum. We wish in addition that the probability of stopping before reaching the region of the maximum be very low.
Note that with our assumption that I(θ) > 0 there is a unique θ such that E θ * [U(θ)] = 0 and this is θ * ; in case where the model is well specified this value defines the true probability measure. This does not mean that there is a unique maximum of the likelihood for given observation but the probability of several maxima tends toward zero. Suppose that we wish to test the hy-
If c is the stopping value there is identity between the decision of not stopping and the decision of rejecting the null hypothesis.
Thus our convergence test is a statistical test (outside of the region of the maximum). The null hypothesis is rejected if
as c is small the size of the test will be large. This is of course not a conventional testing situation and what we wish is that the power be large. If
non-central chi-squared and the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis tends toward 1 (that is, the probability of stopping is close to zero for large n). In fact even if we neglect the non-centrality term, the probability of stopping is very low with the choice c = 10 −2 and m moderately large or large.
For instance for m = 10 we have P * (C k < c) < P (χ 2 10 < 0.1) = 2.510 −8 .
SPEED
The algorithm is useful for problems in which the computation of the likelihood is difficult and time-consuming and the derivatives of the loglikelihood can not be computed analytically. In that case the derivatives will be computed by finite difference (Overton, 1981) and the computational load for one iteration is approximately proportional to the number of likelihood evaluations for computing U(θ k ) and G(θ k ). For computing U(θ k ) one has to com- In terms of accuracy, iterating the numerical differentiation, necessary for the Marquardt algorithm, may lead to unacceptable loss of precision by cancellation error (Overton, 1981) although in some cases there is the possibility to make more precise computations (Commenges and Rondeau, 2006) . For the RVS algorithm the numerical differentiation is not iterated, diminishing the accuracy problem; in some cases it is also possible to avoid the numerical differentiation. A problem may occur in the RVS algorithm if n is small because the rationale of the algorithm is based on the fact that G(θ k ) is an estimator of var P * [U(θ k )] using the law of large numbers; as mentioned
by Song et al. (2005) this estimator may be unstable for small n jeopardizing both convergence of the algorithm and inference based on G(θ).
APPLICATION TO PENALIZED LIKELIHOOD
Penalized likelihood is defined as:
where κ = (κ j , j = 1, . . . , K) is a set of smoothing coefficients. Penalized likelihood is useful for obtaining smooth non-parametric estimators of functions (O'Sullivan, 1986; Joly et al., 2002) , so that θ may contain functions.
However the solution is generally approximated on a basis of splines so that we are driven back to the parametric case, where part of the parameters are splines coefficients.
For applying the RVS algorithm it is tempting to use the same formula as above replacing the U i 's by
where pl i = L θ − n −1 J(θ, κ). However for the choice η k = 1 we then obtain the same matrix as for the ordinary likelihood because this matrix estimates var(U) and var( ∂pl ∂θ
) = var(U). If we wish to
have an efficient direction near the maximum it is appropriate to use:
With this choice G(θ k ) ≈ ∂ 2 pl ∂θ 2 (θ k ) near the maximum. It is generally easy to compute
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTATION
We performed a simulation study to compare RVS with the Marquardt algorithm for computing maximum likelihood estimators of linear mixed models from left censored longitudinal data. Indeed left censoring of biological measures (such as HIV-RNA) frequently arises due to the lower detection limit of the measurement tools. Jacqmin-Gadda et al. (2000) have shown that the contribution to the likelihood for one subject when some measures are left censored is the product of the multivariate Gaussian density for the completely observed measures and of a multivariate Gaussian distribution function for the censored measures given the observed ones. Computation of the distribution function for each subject requires a numerical integration of size equals to the number of censored measures. Thus, the computation time highly depends on the proportion of censored measures and thus on the threshold value.
Data were generated according to either a linear model with an autoregressive error structure or a linear model with random intercept and slope:
Model AR :
with β 0 = 4, β 1 = −0.5, β 2 = −0.5, β 3 = −0.1. The Gaussian variable w ij has mean 0, and covariance cov(w ij , w il ) = σ 2 w exp(−δ|t ij − t il |) with σ 2 w = 1, δ = 0.1. The variance of the independent Gaussian random error σ 2 e was 1. Model RE :
The two random effects a 0i and a 1i have a centered Gaussian distribution with σ 2 0 = var(a 0i ) = 0.25, σ 2 1 = var(a 1i ) = 0.1 and σ 01 = cov(a 0i , a 1i ) = −0.1. The rest of the model was unchanged.
The response values less than the threshold were left censored. The threshold was either 1.0 or 2.0 leading respectively to about 25% and 45% of censored measures.
For each model and each threshold, we generated 100 samples of 100 subjects with a number of measures randomly selected according to a uniform distribution between 5 and 11. The covariate X had a Bernoulli distribution with P=0.5 and the time variable followed a U[0-6] distribution.
The starting values for the estimation algorithms were the maximum likelihood estimates obtained by imputing the threshold for the censored measures. Convergence was reached when the stopping criteria C k defined in section 3.2 reached the stopping value 10 −4 in less than 30 iterations for the Marquardt algorithm and in less than 30*(m+5)/4 for RVS (with m=7 or 8 according to the model). Results were not different when increasing the maximum number of iterations. In both algorithms, derivatives were computed by finite difference and a line-search was used to select the step length α k only when the updated parameters did not improve the likelihood because this strategy was found to be efficient.
Convergence results are displayed in Table 1 When both algorithms converged the estimates were nearly identical: the mean sum of squared differences between the estimates was less than 3.10
in the four situations. Table 2 presents 
CONCLUSION
We have studied a Newton-like method for maximizing the likelihood which needs only the computation of the scores and does not need the computation of the Hessian. A simulation study of random effects models with left censored observations confirms that the RVS algorithm is faster than the Marquardt algorithm and this happens because the number of iterations needed by the RVS algorithm is not much larger. The advantage of the RVS algorithm over methods needing computation of the Hessian increases with the number of parameters. In fact the Levenberg-Marquardt idea of increas-ing the diagonal of the matrix for improving its condition number could be applied to the RVS algorithm. The simulation study showed that the coverage rate using the matrix G was good. We have also studied a convergence criterion for stopping the iterative process which has a statistical interpretation leading to an easy choice of the stopping value. Further work is needed for studying inference in misspecified models without computing the Hessian and this could be developed along the lines of section 4.2. The RVS is the algorithm of choice for maximum likelihood inference in complex problems when the Hessian of the loglikelihood is difficult to compute and when the number of parameters is large. It can be applied in particular for estimating parameters in models specified by systems of non-linear differential equations (Guedj et al., 2007 
APPENDIX: STOPPING BEFORE FULL CON-VERGENCE
In some difficult problems it may save time to stop before full convergence, at least in an exploratory phase. We computeŨ = U + ε where ε is a numerical error. The matrix G is also affected by numerical error but there is a specific problem with U because the norm of U decreases near the maximum, so that the relative error increases. The computed search direction is
so that the relative error in the search direction is r e =
which increases as θ k approachesθ. In particular when r e ≈ 1 we do not have one exact significant digit so that further progression towardθ becomes impos-sible. This means that in term of stopping value it will be nearly impossible to go belowc =
. In difficult problems (where the computation of the likelihoods involves high-order multiple integrals) it may very timeconsuming to obtain (by increasing the precision of the computation of the integral) a valuec below the value that we would have wished, for instance 10 −2 .
It may be interesting to stop at a valuec such that the approximation error is smaller than the statistical error but can not be considered as negligible, for instancec = 0.5. Let us denoteθ a parameter value satisfying the convergence test with the stopping valuec;θ is not far fromθ and in fact, considered as an estimator of θ it shares its consistency property. Moreover we can construct a conservative confidence region for θ based onθ. An asymptotic (1−α) confidence region for θ based onθ can be defined as 
